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ABSTRACT:

Time-dependent analysis scenarios such as heat, wind or flood analysis in cities and in landscapes need a correct and consistent 
modelling of geometry and topology over time. However, hitherto efficient time-dependent geometry models and topological 
analysis based on a mathematically sound theory were neglected when modelling objects in the built and natural environment. This 
is surprising as incorrect topological relationships over time such as not fitting neighbourhoods of surfaces or solids inevitably lead 
to wrong analysis results. In this paper we propose the combination of a spatio-temporal geometry model together with a topological 
schema to provide accessible and consistent objects over time. Where an efficient spatio-temporal geometry model reduces redundant 
geometric data and enables spatio-temporal queries, an efficient topological model minimizes the number of relations as far as 
possible and enables robust topological queries. The geometry model uses the concepts of point tubes, delta storage as well as net 
components and pre- and post-objects to enable the change of geometry and topology over time for natural structures, e.g., digital 
terrain models (DTM). Geometry here are the boundary and interior coordinates of the objects whereas topology here is interpreted 
in a wider sense than only focusing on geometrically induced topology to maintain topological consistency by the management of 
incidence relations. In addition, the topological schema introduces three basic bidirectional relation types to manage aggregations, 
abstractions and incidences in order to provide a general abstract topological schema for the management of complex intra- and 
inter-related spatio-temporal objects to enable the modelling of consistent complex topology over time. Finally, a conclusion is 
given highlighting the applicability of the approach and future research.

1. INTRODUCTION

Efficient and consistent access to the geometry and to the to-
pology of 3D shapes over time are an important precondition
to enable advanced analyses in cities, landscapes or geological
formations. Natural 3D shapes such geological solids are usu-
ally modelled by simplicial complexes, particularly triangles
and tetrahedra. A major reason for this is the planarity of these
elements in the respective dimension.

The use of simplicial complexes has its limitations and multiple
drawbacks when used for built objects such as buildings or tun-
nels. For this reason, other data models such as CityGML and
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) are used for 3D city mod-
els and single buildings. Known problems are in particular the
planarity of individual elements, such as house walls. Also,
the topology or neighbourhood relationships between the indi-
vidual elements can also be problematic. However, surfaces and
solids are defined by polygons rather than by simplicial com-
plexes.

The combination of natural and built objects such as landscapes
and buildings is needed for multiple applications, e.g., wind
or landslide simulations (Breunig et al., 2017). For the latter,
spatial-temporal concepts are required to successfully manage
such data. Therefore, the merging of models from both worlds
is not trivial, but nevertheless an important task.

Earlier we proposed the combination of multiple concepts for
an efficient handling of spatio-temporal data with a strong focus
on the geometry of the data. Therefore, we combined the con-
cepts of point tubes, delta storage, net components, and pre- and

post-objects. The implementations are done within DB4GeO
(Kuper, 2016), (Breunig et al., 2016), (Kuper, 2018).

As described in our previous work (Jahn et al., 2017) a spa-
tial topology can be defined by spatial simplices on point tubes
for moving and morphing geo-objects and a spatio-temporal to-
pology can be defined by spatio-temporal polytopes wherever
to use point tubes or not. A definition for topological consist-
ency is also given in (Jahn et al., 2017). In (Jahn and Bradley,
2021) we focused on the spatial algorithms to create watertight
volumetric models from BREPs (Boundary Representations).
In (Jahn and Bradley, 2022) we focused on the topological al-
gorithms to create watertight volumetric models from BREPs.
This included more details on the implementation of a general
topological model for geo-objects by introducing a Property
Graph Model with three bidirectional relation types concern-
ing aggregation, abstraction and incidence relations. This paper
focuses on this abstract concept to establish a general topolo-
gical model for spatio-temporal geo-objects and its usability
in order to combine time-step based spatio-temporal geomet-
ric data modelling and 4D topological analysis through which
these two worlds can be combined. Implementations are done
within DB4GeOGraphS (Jahn, submitted in 2021), a graph-
based extension of DB4GeO.

2. RELATED WORK

Usually geodata are modelled in 2D space, e.g., points, lines-
trings and polygons with 2D coordinates to model points of
interests (POI), ways and areas. Such a data model is suit-
able for multiple applications and realized in the OGC standard
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Simple Feature Access (Simple Feature Access Specification,
2011). But there are also several applications in 3D space and
also temporal changes needed to be modelled accordingly. For
instance, geological changes are usually modelled in continu-
ous processes (Langran and Chrisman, 1988), (Le et al., 2013).
However, when modelling the development of buildings or en-
tire cities, discrete changes are in the focus of interest and have
to be specified accordingly (van Oosterom and Stoter, 2010).

For the modelling of natural objects and, in particular, soil sub-
surfaces and all kinds of irregular surfaces simplicial complexes
are frequently used, particularly for geoscientific applications.
Natural objects are composed of d-simplicial complexes. There-
for the elements of the complexes are from the same dimension
(Bär, 2007). According to Egenhofer et al. the model of sim-
plicial complexes is a topological data model suitable for the
management of spatial data (Egenhofer et al., 1990). Initially,
the model was used within a 2D space. Later, the model was
also used in 3D space (Alms et al., 1998).

The handling of time within spatio-temporal data led to the de-
velopment of temporal geographic information systems (TGIS)
(Worboys, 1994), (Güting and Schneider, 2005). When the pro-
cessed data are of geoscientific origin, such a system is called a
spatio-temporal geoscience information system (TGSIS) (H.H.,
2014). TGSIS usually work with spatio-temporal data based on
d-simplicial complexes that describe continuous phenomena.

Spatial and spatio-temporal databases should offer an efficient
and user-friendly data management (Worboys and Duckham,
2004), (Menninghaus et al., 2016), (Breunig et al., 2016). Schä-
ben et al. developed a spatio-temporal DBMS that is based
on the object-relational geodatabase PostGIS (Le et al., 2013),
(H.H., 2014), (Le et al., 2014), (Weihed, 2015), (Gabriel et
al., 2015). The DBMS manages spatio-temporal data based on
simplicial complexes and follows the snapshot model. Breunig
at al. developed an object-oriented approach of a DBMS for
spatio-temporal data based on polytope complexes (Breunig et
al., 2016).

The topology of data based on simplicial complexes is of in-
terest for multiple applications and therefore forms its own field
of research (Salnikov et al., 2018), (Thomsen et al., 2008). This
paper focuses on the development of real 4D topology for effi-
cient spatio-temporal data management.

3. GEOMETRY MODEL

We developed an efficient spatio-temporal data model based on
the concepts point tubes, delta storage, net components, and
pre- and post-objects.

The primitives of our data model are points, segments, triangles
and tetrahedra, i.e., d-simplicies that form d-simplicial com-
plexes with d ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} in a 3D space. Such a d-simplicial
complex is considered as a 3D model which can be extended
into a 4D model (3D + time) when multiple 3D models are used
as time steps (Langran and Chrisman, 1988):

Definition 3.1. Let m(tn) be the 3D model for time tn at time
step n. Then we define:

mn := m(tn)× {tn}
m(tn) +m(tn+1) := mn ∪mn+1

Then the 4D model is defined as:

m :=
⋃
n∈N

mn =
∑
n∈N

m(tn)

The Point Tube Concept separates the topology of a net from
the vertices of a d-simplicial complex (Kuper, 2010), (Breunig
et al., 2013), (Breunig et al., 2016). These vertices are managed
in so-called Point Tubes, a special tube-like data structure. Due
to the Delta Storage Concept, stationary vertices are referenced
and not stored again.

When modelling the continuous movement of natural structures
based on simplicial complexes, subregions of the model are
usually more volatile than others. There are situations where
parts of a 4D model m = {A(t0, t1, t2, t3), B(t0, t3)} have
different temporal discretization, e.g., part A is realized for the
time steps t0, t1, t2 and t3 while part B is realized of time steps
t0 and t3. Such situations must be handled properly. The prob-
lem exists at the border regions of such parts. It must be ensured
that the topology of the simplicial complex is not ”torn apart”.
The so-called net components were developed and combined
with the Point Tube Concept (Kuper, 2018). The net compon-
ents correspond to parts of a 4D model with a shared temporal
discretization. For every time step of the respective net com-
ponent, the vertices are explicitly handled in point tubes, while
the net topology of the simplicial complex is handled separ-
ately. When there is a request for the model at a specific time,
e.g., m(tx), with t0 ≤ tx ≤ t3, the corresponding vertices are
calculated by interpolating the point tubes of all net compon-
ents involved. Successive time steps are examined for similar-
ities to reuse such parts across multiple time steps (Strathoff,
1999) and (Siebeck, 2003). This concept led to a reduction of
storage space, the acceleration of spatial and spatio-temporal
operations and extended the field of applications.

Furthermore, 4D models which follow the snapshot model can
change their net topology depending on time. Such a change
occurs, for instance, when the model is developed anew for a
given time step (Lautenbach and Berlekamp, 2002). Sometimes
the net topology is refined in order to reflect certain aspects of
changes. Therefore, a concept was developed that is based on
the ideas of (Polthier and Rumpf, 1994) and is capable of hand-
ling such net topology changes by the use of pre- and post-
objects which exist at the same time-step, equal in shape but
with a different net topology.

The geometry model uses the spatial net topology on top of
point tubes by introducing the net components and ensures that
the spatio-temporal neighbour-objects of those net components
are topologically consistent. The implementations lead to an
implicitly defined topology of the corresponding polytope com-
plexes of the net components. An explicit defined topology of
polytope complexes is provided in the following.

3.1 Aggregations

Based on the spatio-temporal model described in (Jahn et al.,
2017) different kinds of spatio-temporal aggregation types exist
e.g., Spatial4DCollection, Net4D, Component4D, Sequence4D
and Element4D where each higher aggregation level consists of
objects of the lower aggregation level (see Figure 1).

An Spatial4DCollection object manages four different Net4Ds
separated by their dimension (for points, curves, surfaces and
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Figure 1. Spatio-temporal geometry types (Jahn and Bradley,
2021)

volumes). This is the highest aggregation level and is basic-
ally used as an object to structure results of any geometric al-
gorithm. The following aggregation levels exist for each di-
mension separately. A Net4D object is the topological sum of
Component4D objects. A Component4D object is an imple-
mentation of a polytope complex. Therefore, it is a collec-
tion of topologically consistent Sequence4D objects and real-
izes most of the basic operations concerning polytope com-
plexes. A Sequence4D object is a temporally ordered collec-
tion of topologically consistent Element4D objects, the poly-
topes, which represent a moving or morphing d-dimensional
simplex between two time steps, as described by (Polthier and
Rumpf, 1994). Therefore, the d-dimensional Sequence4D ob-
ject describes the trajectory of a d-dimensional simplex. A d-
dimensional Sequence4D object also provides a list of neigh-
bouring Sequence4D objects to link its maximal (d+ 1) neigh-
bouring Sequence4D objects which share the same temporal
discretization, just like a d-simplex-element in 3D space is linked
with its (d+1) d-dimensional neighbours on each of the (d+1)
(d−1)-dimensional border simplices, the gluing objects to build
manifolds. The interpretation of dimension d in the context
of Sequence4D objects is given by the moving and morphing
d-dimensional simplex, e.g., an Triangle4DSequence object is
geometrically spoken 3-dimensional, an ordered collection of
prisms in 4D space, but the moving triangle is 2-dimensional
just as a moving point (e.g a point tube) is geometrically spoken
1-dimensional, but the moving shape is 0-dimensional. A de-
tailed description can be found in (Rolfs, 2005).

This is an explicitly defined topology for polytope complexes,
since each Element4D object is explicitly modelled. But the
previously described concepts of point tubes, delta storage, pre-
and post-objects, and net components can be applied to retrieve
the spatio-temporal shapes of each aggregation type.

3.2 Borders

The spatio-temporal model handles border operations differ-
ently than the spatial model. Where the spatial model provides
only one operation to retrieve the border geometries, the spatio-
temporal model provides three operations to retrieve all parts
of the border of a Spatial4D object. Figure 2 demonstrates the
spatio-temporal objects and their border.

The first operation is called getStart() and retrieves the Spa-
tial3D object of the first time step. If the Spatial4D object is
a Net4D or a Spatial4DCollection, every Component3D object
of the first time steps of each Component4D is collected into
a Net3D object and returned. In case of Component4D, Se-
quence4D and Element4D, the spatial representation of the first
time step is returned. The second operation is called getEnd()
and returns the last time step(s) just as the getStart() opera-
tion. The third operation, called getBorder(), returns the spatio-
temporal border of the Spatial4D. This operation returns null
if the Spatial4D object is a Sample4D. This operation will re-
turn an array of Point4DSequences or Point4DElements if the
Spatial4D object is of type Curve4D. This operation will re-
turn an array of Segment4DSequences or Segment4DElements

Triangle4DElement Triangle4DSequence Triangle4DComponent

Array of
Segment4DElement’s

Array of
Segment4DSequence’s

Array of
Segment4DSequence’s

Figure 2. Three Surface4D aggregation levels and their border
objects (red and green)

Figure 3. Triangle-polytope (top) spatial redundancies (red) and
triangle-polytope complex (bottom) spatial redundancies (red).

if the Spatial4D object is of type Surface4D. And finally, this
operation will return an array of Triangle4DSequences or Tri-
angle4DElements (prisms) if the Spatial4D object is of type
Solid4D.

3.3 Redundancy and splitting

For polytope complexes, there are a couple of different ways of
dealing with spatio-temporal changes technically, as mentioned
in (Jahn et al., 2017). One way leads to temporal redundant
referencing of temporal-sequences or redundant referencing of
equal temporal-sequence parts. Another way leads to spatial re-
dundant referencing of the same simplex (or parts of it) within
the polytope as pre- and post-simplices (or pre- and post-parts
of it, respectively). In general, redundancies are always to be
expected at the spatio-temporal boundary polytopes to which at
least one neighbour does not change spatially, since the com-
mon points of the boundary polytope do not spatially change
with the neighbours that do not change spatially.

Figure 3 shows possible spatial redundancies of a triangle-poly-
tope (top) and a triangle-polytope complex (bottom). The spatio-
temporal volume of the spatially redundant triangle polytope
(right, top) is the area of the triangle times the length of the
associated time interval. The spatio-temporal area of its edge
segment polytope is the length of the respective triangle edge
segment times the length of the associated time interval, etc.

Figure 4 shows different splitting methods when a triangle poly-
tope sequence is extended by a triangle polytope. Each split-
ting method yields different spatio-temporal redundancies and
different spatio-temporal topological settings (and inconsisten-
cies) of the resulting triangle-polytope complexes.
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Figure 4. Split methods of a triangle-polytope complex when a
triangle-polytope sequence is extended by a triangle-polytope.

4. TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

As described in (Jahn, submitted in 2021), the object model
of DB4GeOGraphS is based on the Property Graph Model and
OGCs Simple Feature Model and General Feature Model design
patterns (see Figure 5). Every node of a graph within the Prop-
erty Graph Model carries properties. The property types have
been chosen from Simple Feature Model and General Feature
Model where every feature is build up by a spatial part/property,
a temporal part/property and a thematic part/property.

TONodeImpl

TONode3DImpl TONode4DImpl

  1:n          

Thematic

Temporal

Spatial3D

  1

1

Spatial4D

1

TONode3D TONode4D

TONode

Figure 5. Property Graph Model, which follows OGCs General
Feature Model (Jahn and Bradley, 2021)

The topological model uses three basic relation types (part-of,
border-of and generalization-of, where border-of links a bor-
der object into the direction of an interior object e.g., an edge
with its bounded faces) and their inverses (i.e., composite-of,
inner-of and specialization-of, where inner-of links an interior
object into the direction of a border object e.g., a face with its
bounding edges). The choice of using exactly those three ba-
sic relation types is inspired by the object-oriented program-
ming paradigm which uses abstractions and aggregations, and
the incidence graph to model topological consistence. There-
fore, modelling complex geo-objects where each part is topolo-
gically connected by incidence (e.g., a building as a solid with

an awning as surface and an antenna modelled as curve), or
aggregated to a more complex geo-object or interconnected to
other geo-objects is possible. Even abstractions are possible
(e.g., Level of Detail).

Figure 6 (top: spatial model, bottom: spatio-temporal model)
illustrate two examples using DB4GeOGraphS model. It is to
mention that all relations may be bidirectional or unidirectional.
Figure 6 also illustrates the α1- and α2-involutions known from
G-Maps (Lienhardt, 1991). An α1 involution is applied by
exchanging the dissimilar point ID of a segment with the dis-
similar point ID of its neighbouring segment. This results in a
movement along the border of C0 or C12. An α2 involution is
applied by exchanging the C∗ IDs. This results in a movement
from surface to surface using their common edge.

As already mentioned in (Jahn and Bradley, 2021), five ba-
sic node operations have been implemented within the spatial
model which create (a) an aggregation node, (b) a number of
sub-component nodes, (c) overlay nodes, (d) border nodes, or
(e) a d + 1-dimensional node from a d-dimensional node. The
last operation is discussed in detail within (Jahn and Bradley,
2021) and (Jahn and Bradley, 2022).

4.1 Aggregation relations
part-of and composite-of

As described in Section 3.1, the spatio-temporal properties yield
five different aggregation levels. If the spatio-temporal property
of a node within the Property Graph is a Net4D object, aggreg-
ation relations may be build to nodes which carry the contained
Component4D objects. For each spatio-temporal aggregation
level, TONode4D objects may be created in the same way.

A spatio-temporal predicate can be used to adjust the aggreg-
ation level which will be connected. This concept has the ad-
vantage to minimize the Property Graph if some aggregation
levels are not needed to be part of the Property Graph.

4.2 Incidence relations
border-of and inner-of

As described in Section 3.2, the spatio-temporal properties yield
different incidence levels. In case of d = 0, borders do exist, the
start and end points of the point tube. A (d − 1)-dimensional
border of the d-dimensional border does not exist because all
d-dimensional border properties are closed (without boundary)
e.g a moving and morphing triangle (d = 2) represented as
prism in 4D space has a d-dimensional border which is a closed
(without boundary) surface.

The border objects themselves have a certain aggregation level.
A spatio-temporal predicate can also be used here to adjust the
aggregation level which will be connected but as incidence re-
lation in order to minimize the Property Graph as needed.

4.3 Abstraction relations
generalization-of and specialization-of

Functionally independent relations can be created under this
kind of relation type. It is the relation type where none of the
previously discussed relation types can be applied. The abstrac-
tion relation has been applied to relate the results of the node op-
eration which builds d+ 1-dimensional inner of an input node,
which carries a d-dimensional Net3D object as spatial property.
Figure 7 shows an example. It is clear to see that the border
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Figure 6. Example of a Triangle3DComponent object (top) and Segment4DComponent object C (bottom) using Property Graph
Model together with a selection of G-Maps involutions (blue).

of the Tetrahedron3DComponent object which will be a closed
(without boundary) Triangle3DComponent object (hull) is not
equal to the Triangle3DNet object and that the Triangle3DNet
object is not retrievable from the Tetrahedron3DComponent ob-
ject by creating the border nodes. The algorithm looses in-
put information (e.g., the shapes of the topologically incon-
sistent input Triangle3DNet object) and adds information by
transforming a surface type into a solid type with information
about inner points and outer points which are not distinguish-
able by the Triangle3DNet object which Triangle3DComponent
objects are not well-connected to form one (without boundary)
Triangle3DComponent object as one hull like the border of the
Tetrahedron3DComponent object.

specializes to

generalizes to

Figure 7. abstraction relation; BLUE: topologically inconsistent
Triangle3DNet object made off six Triangle3DComponent

objects; BLACK: surface intersections (left) triangle borders
(right); ORANGE: Tetrahedron3DComponent object as result of

the tetrahedralization

4.4 Spatial overlay spaces

The creation of topologically consistent overlay spaces is not a
trivial task. Examples for spatial overlay spaces have been il-
lustrated in (Jahn, submitted in 2021). A major issue there is

the creation of d-dimensional objects from their BREPs in or-
der to calculate the intersections between each d-dimensional
object and not only the intersections of their boundaries by the
use of the BREP-Geometries only. The major problem here is
computational geometry to calculate the topologically consist-
ent overlay space.

Figure 8 gives an example for a 3D (spatial) and 0D (temporal)
topology using the above graph schema for a CityGML extrac-
tion of the city centre of Erfurt, Thuringia (Germany). The ex-
ample itself does not have a geo-scientific background. The
purpose is only the illustration. Surfaces for four different time
steps were derived by elevating the z coordinates of the tri-
angles from the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) which consist of
points lower than some limit. The transformed triangles were
glued together to shape simplicial complexes and collected into
different surface nets for different limits to act as water surface
snapshots for the different time steps.

Figure 9 shows the topology as a graph. The top presents the
CityGML tree (black) together with the CityGML polygons
(green head, yellow body). The CityGML polygons are grouped
by the BuildingPart/Building-Tags (cyan head, yellow body),
triangulated (cyan head, green body), tetrahedralized to tetra-
hedron complexes (green head, cyan body). Those tetrahedron
complexes in turn were intersected with the DTM (green head,
green body) and the four water surface nets (cyan head, green
body) to create the overlay space (bottom) by adding the inter-
section geometries which are part-of two geometries (e.g., the
water surface of some time step and a tetrahedron complex).
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Figure 8. Digital Surface Model (DSM, coloured by height),
Digital Terrain Model (DTM, coloured by height), CityGML

(black), tetrahedralized CityGML (yellow) with shrunk
tetrahedra, water surface (blue) at different times and

intersection-geometries for each time (coloured by height).

Figure 9. Topology of the geometries shown in Figure 8. Top:
CityGML tree (black) with polygons as BREPs (green head,
yellow body), grouped by BuildingPart/Building-Tag (cyan
head, yellow body), triangulated (cyan head, green body),

tetrahedralized (green head, cyan body) together with the DTM
(green head, green body) and the four water surface nets (cyan
head, green body). Bottom: DTM and the three water surface

nets, which intersect the tetrahedralized CityGML.
Intersection-nodes are part-of two nodes, respectively.
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In DB4GeO, the net topology was separated from the vertices
when handling 4D models. Therefore, the net topology can be
reused for multiple time steps and needs to be combined with
the vertices handled by point tubes when a representation of the
model for a specific time is needed.

The topologies of the surfaces at each time step is derived from
the DTM. But the graph of Figure 9 looks the same, since the
Point Tube Model is evaluated at the different time steps by the
use of some spatio-temporal interpolation function to create the
four different water surfaces. In the example, the differences
of the DTM and the water surfaces are the final minimized sur-
faces, which do not share a single triangle in 3D space.

4.5 Spatio-temporal overlay spaces

The previous time step based modelling of a spatio-temporal
object by using snapshots is a problem, if a snapshot is not
presented for the time step where the spatio-temporal object
may intersect another object. This is especially the case if it
is unknown when a moving and morphing object will inter-
sect another object. Furthermore, if additional time steps need
to be evaluated by the use of some spatio-temporal interpola-
tion function, the topology of the snapshots may matter, e.g.,
a simple re-triangulation of a surface in 3D space can result in
many shapes. The described geometry model is dealing with
these issues.

A topological consistent overlay space of a set of spatio-tem-
poral polytope complexes is created by intersecting the spatio-
temporal polytope complexes, just like the creation of the to-
pological consistent overlay space of spatial simplicial com-
plexes. As previously described, the spatio-temporal core of
DB4GeOGraphS is based on polytope complexes, which ex-
plicitly manages the inherent topology of the polytopes. The
water surfaces of the previous example can be collected into
one spatio-temporal polytope-complex by creating four copies
of the DTM and exchanging the z-Coordinates as needed. The
spatio-temporal triangle-polytope complex represents a moving
and morphing surface, its elements, the polytopes are prisms in
4D space. Prisms are ”solids” in 4D space. Therefore, the in-
tersection object may also be a ”solid”, with a volume and all
intersections can be found by the use of a computational geo-
metry core which is able to deal with polytopes in 4D space
without the try to numerically find the right times and snapshots
of the spatio-temporal water body.

Since a computational geometry core to process polytope com-
plexes efficiently in 4D space is not present, the example of
moving and morphing surfaces represented as a prism com-
plexes can be projected into the same temporal hyperplane and
subdivided into a set of tetrahedron complexes to make use
of a computational geometry core which is able to deal with
simplicial complexes in 3D space. This step needs to care of
prism complexes in 4D space, which do not produce a single
tetrahedron complex in 3D space. This happens when any tri-
angles of different times intersect, even implicit triangles in-
terpolated from any ”triangle tube” (Triangle4DSequence ob-
ject) of the prism complex (Triangle4DComponent object or
net component). Despite this over-complication, the situation
reminds on the problem when dealing with BREPs where the
intersection of objects within a BREP needs to be calculated.
And in turn, the model of (Polthier and Rumpf, 1994) can be
seen as a BREP model in 4D space, which manages the border
of spatio-temporal objects only by memorizing multiple snap-
shots of large geo-objects and carefully interlinks the elements
of those snapshots for spatio-temporal consistency purposes.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The use of the point tube concept leads to an increase in ef-
ficiency and lower storage requirement for 4D models, which
consist of multiple time steps (3D + 0D). The concept can eas-
ily be combined with the Delta Storage Concept and Net Com-
ponent Concept. This paper combines the prior work, focusing
on the efficient geometry handling, with topologically consist-
ent spatio-temporal polytopes to establish a topology model in
4D (3D + 1D).

Therefore, the paper provided a graph schema to manage the to-
pology of complex spatio-temporal geo-objects. The geometry
is managed by Point Tubes or by explicitly defined polytope
complexes in 4D space. The introduction of the three basic re-
lation types makes it possible to manage complex geo-objects
with their internal and external topology. The evolved topo-
logical spaces can be analysed by some graph query language
(e.g., intersections are part-of two or more geo-objects). Fur-
thermore, an explicit consistent topological model of the in-
volved geo-objects by the creation of the overlay space reduces
pre-processing time for repeating topological queries.

Nevertheless, the example motivated a spatio-temporal compu-
tational geometry to calculate the intersections and differences
of polytope complexes. Geometry computations (e.g., inter-
section or difference) of moving and morphing n-dimensional
polytope complexes need to be reduced to the computation of n-
cell complexes by subdividing the polytopes into its simplicial
representation. An explicit subdivision is necessary to clearly
define the inner of the polytopes which are BREPs, just like the
polygons and finally the buildings of a CityGML dataset, due to
multiple ways of subdivisions by the use of different triangula-
tion or tetrahedralisation methods which may lead to different
shapes of the geo-object itself.

In our future research work, we will also focus on the role of
topology within simulations such as heat propagation models
in cities. Furthermore, distributed computing of geometric and
topological database queries on big spatial data will be part of
our investigations.
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